
SYZ Series Laptop Shelf/Arm

The SYZ Accessories have a series of laptop shelf op ons to choose from. AVFI’s SYZ1, SYZ2, SYZ3, SYZ4 & SYZ5 laptop 
shelf/arm models allow the keeping of your laptop within arm’s reach. These can be mounted on several of the AVFI stands 
but it will depend on the type of stand you have and your needs.

SYZ1 - Laptop Shelf
(W 18.5”/ D 13”/ H 2.5”)

Laptop shelf to be mounted on the back or front of the stand depending on your monitor 
size. 
Color: Black or White Metal.

SYZ2 - Laptop Shelf + Extension Plate
(W 18.5”/ D 13.5”/ H 24”)

Laptop shelf to be mounted on the front of the stand, used for larger size monitors.
Color: Black or White Metal.

SYZ3 - Laptop Shelf Arm
(W Min-61” Max-74”/ D 13”/ H 2.5” )

Laptop shelf to be mounted with a side arm that can be adjusted depending on your 
monitor size. 
Color: Black or White Metal.
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The informa on contained in this drawing is the sole property of Audio Visual Furniture Interna onal. Any reproduc on in part or as a whole without the wri en permission of Audio 
Visual Furniture Interna onal is prohibited. AVFI can build or modify stock configura ons to suit customer specifica ons. Please contact us to discuss how this service can help meet your 
needs. Some quan ty restric ons may apply. Specifica on subject to change without no ce. Computers, cameras, monitors, etc. are shown to illustrate product usage and 
are not included unless otherwise noted. 

SYZ4 - Laptop Shelf with Hook Bracket
(W Min-36” Max-46”/ D 10.5”/ H Min-26.5” Max-34”)

Laptop shelf to be mounted on the bracket bar, used when there is no threaded holes at 
the back of a stand to be mounted. 
Color: Black Metal.

SYZ5 - Laptop Shelf 
(W 26”/ D 13”/ H 2.625”)

Laptop shelf can be mounted on the back or front of the stand depending on your monitor 
size. Also can be mounted ver cally to add accessories onto the slot holes. 
Color: Black or White Metal.
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